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1   MENTOR A mentor shares experience and advice, and 
has been shown to benefit women’s career trajectories and 
well-being. Get a mentor, be a mentor, start a mentorship 
scheme for women. See [17]. 

2   ROLE MODEL Relatable role models show us what 
we’re capable of. Seek and reach out to a role model, be a 
role model, or use your influence to celebrate the talented 
women in your organisation. Seeing is believing, and belief 
underpins confidence and performance: surround yourself 
with pictures of heroines. See [26] and [35]. 

3   PUBLIC RATING Are you the authorities? That’s great! 
You have the power to make it mandatory for organisations 
to self-assess their gender imbalance. Ratings should be on 
public display. Complement self-assessment with a team of 
pro investigators who conduct spot checks. Like hygiene 
ratings in restaurants, but for human rights. See [31]. 

4   GIRLS-ONLY CLASSES Whether intentional or not, 
teachers treat girls and boys differently in mixed classrooms. 
Organize or attend girls-only classes and workshops for full 
teacher attention. Reclaim tech in a safe space without 
stereotype threat. See [26] and [45]. 

5   CHILDCARE Offer subsidized childcare at events and in 
your organisation. See [24] and [41]. 

6   REJECT MALE PANELS Don’t be the token woman. If 
organizers can’t find minority participants, help them out. 
Offer up your sponsor list [9] or ask your favourite social 
network for suggestions. See [22]. 

7   BLIND AUDITIONS Auditions where judges do not know 
the gender of participants remove the chance of sexism. 
Keep auditions and recruitment blind. Where not possible, 
optimise conditions by being consistent and systematic: 
structure your interview, pre-assign scores to all possible 
answers, interview candidates individually and grade them 
without delay. See [11]. 

8   SEPARATIST CREDIT Women run the risk of getting 
less credit for collaborative work done with men. For better 
career prospects and chance at tenure, publish with other 
women or alone. 

9   SPONSOR LIST A sponsor, or champion, advocates for 
you when you’re not present, e.g. by nominating you for 
panels and promotions. Sponsor other women. Nobody has 
perfect recall, so keep a list of female competence. Strong, 
confident men who do not fear women make excellent 
champions. 

10 FAKE MALE Women report that signing off emails with a 
male name gives them credibility and faster replies. This 
tactic is not new! British PM Margaret Thatcher was voice 
coached to achieve a masculine voice. See if it works: 
acquire, invent, impersonate or assimilate a male co-founder 
or colleague. See [9] and [13]. 

11 CHECK YOUR BIAS You are embarrassingly prejudiced. 
If you are aware, you can avoid looking stupid. Try this test 
https://implicit.harvard.edu/ . NB see [18]. 

12 FEM TECH Take advantage of gender expectations. 
Women entrepreneurs in traditionally ‘female subjects’ (like 
fertility and education) are likely to face less opposition. 
Consider starting out in such a ‘FemTech' area. 

13 BUDDY SYSTEM A two-way sponsor system. A friend – 
male, female or non-binary – accompanies you to events, 
sits in the audience, amplifies your statements, gives you full 
attention, calls out interruptors, suggests that you join them 
on panels and lifts you for recruitment. See [14] and [37]. 

 

14 THE OBAMA TRICK Female strategy straight from the 
Oval Office: Pair up with a sharp team member and make 
them acknowledge you by immediately repeating what you 
say in meetings, so you’re not ignored or rendered invisible. 

15 SPIN NEGATIVE QUESTIONS Biased funding bodies 
are likely to focus on risk and deficiencies, and ask you 
loaded questions about your venture. Come prepared to flip 
their unconscious agenda: deflect towards your 
achievements, potential and vision. 

16 FRESH START Be the change you want to see in the 
world. Reduce bias and poor company culture by starting 
your own venture. 

17 NETWORK Join or start your own professional support 
network of women to define, commit, plan and execute on 
your life goals. Trust is key. Size your group according to 
comfort, meet at regular intervals and track your 
accomplishments and challenges between meetings. 

18 HIDE STEREOTYPES Stereotypes are viral elements. 
When you mention a stereotype to others, you effectively 
keep the idea alive. Studies show that people who learn 
about widespread stereotypes behave even more sexist. 
Popular stereotypes appear inescapable, even ok, and 
people accept the norm. Do not fall into the trap of 
accidentally legitimising primitive assumptions. Instead 
highlight role models and data on the benefits of women 
leadership. See [2] and [43]. 

19 BROADCAST OPPORTUNITY By publicizing funding 
and recruitment opportunities more widely, women have a 
better chance at hearing about them. If your shortlist lacks 
diversity, reach out to people individually and encourage 
them to apply. See [6]. 

20 PIPELINE. MERIT. QUOTA. Securing a position solely 
by quota ensures that the elected minority comes under fire 
from the get-go. Ensure sufficient women candidates in the 
pipeline, then apply quotas to the top candidates of equal 
merit. See [9], [19] and [27]. 

21 3+ BOARD MEMBERS At least three women board 
members are needed to ensure a respectful environment 
and bring about positive meeting dynamics. Put yourself 
forward and help other women onboard. 

22 CRITICAL MASS Empirical data suggest that 30% or 
more women participants normalise female presence. This 
results in acceptance, and group dynamics naturally change 
to stop misogyny. 

23 BETTER MEETINGS Poor meetings are characterised 
by domination and disregarded speakers. Structure the 
meeting around a common aim and have zero tolerance for 
interruptions. Lift women speakers, make every vote count 
by unanimity and raise awareness of the negative 
consequences of groupthink. For an excellent resource see 
www.tinyurl.com/FESTA-guidelines. See [13] and [21]. 

24 FLEXIBLE WORK Allow flexible working hours and 
shared parental leave. Do not penalize people for working at 
a distance. Besides, if you support employees in their return 
from parental leave, you keep your trained workforce.      
See [5], [28] and [41]. 

25 TRANSPARENT WORKPLACE A workplace has data 
and processes. Keep simple comparative data on pay and 
workforce composition. Give employees access to this info, 
as well as how recruitment, promotion and application 
processes work. Be clear on expectations on results and 
participation. See [28]. 

26 FEMALE INSTRUCTOR Female instructors can inspire 
female students, motivating women to speak three times as 
much as they do with male instructors. Have female 
instructors, or be a female instructor yourself. See [2]. 

27 FEMINIST VACANCY AD When considering a job, 
women tend to hold their eligibility in high regard. Therefore, 
avoid descriptive jargon with minimal capacity for supporting 
evidence, like ‘genius’, ‘world-class’ and ‘mastermind’. 
Obviously do not adopt gendered pronouns (like ‘he’, ‘him’  
et c.) and do use images that celebrate how diverse your 
workplace is. See [19]. 

28 DATA-DRIVEN CAREERS Let talent speak for itself. 
Use clear, simple indicators to track employee performance 
and inform employees about these formal rules. Base 
employee career progression on such performance data, not 
face-time. Weed out bias by letting team achievements 
control supervisor pay, and consider collaboration with 
academia to evaluate efforts. 

29 I JUST SAID THAT Tell people off when they present 
your ideas as their own. Practice saying “no”, "stop 
interrupting me" and "no explanation needed". See [14], [30] 
and [44]. 

30 WOMENS REP Assign a party whose explicit job it is to 
have equality, policy, jurisdiction and research in mind e.g. a 
Women’s Ombudsman, officer or union. See [32]. 

31 POLICY AND ACCOUNTABILITY Smoking used to be 
cool, now it’s not. When research is turned into code of 
conduct and law, you create moral highground that people 
dare to defend. Make equality and transparency law. Keep 
goals specific and measurable, and hold organizations 
accountable: poor compliance should default in a public 
explanation and an action plan. See [3]. 

32 INVERSE MENTORSHIP Assign women employees to 
mentor men in leadership positions, preferably men with 
daughters. Unconventional partnerships can forge bonds 
and bring situational information to leadership attention. 

33 CONFLICT RESOLUTION Vision is worthless unless 
acted on. Execute plans and deal with noncompliance to 
sustain good organisational culture. Establish goals firmly 
within your organization, then make a concrete action plan 
composed of measurable intermediate goals with realistic 
deadlines. Resolve conflict by immediate confrontation while 
avoiding public shaming. Exercise positive reinforcement, 
but contempt must face consequences. An organisational 
psychologist can help you. 

34 SPEAK SLOW By claiming airtime, you demand respect 
and attention. Practice makes perfect: by taking your sweet 
time, you can up your rhetoric and omit belittling preambles 
like ”I don't know, but...”. Similarly, make statements, don’t 
pose your thoughts as questions. 

35 GET ON STAGE  Increase your stage presence. If you’re 
hesitating, ask for more info so you can prepare, make an 
educated decision, and activate your network. Then say yes. 
They want you, not your male colleague. See [2]. 

36 NO FIGHTS  You have been treated unfairly and you 
have the right to be bitter. But be a constructive adult and 
see through the bs. Do not aim at your sisters: short-term 
gains are offset by long-term negative consequences. 
Insecure women don’t let other women lead. You’re smarter 
than that – join forces, do not form competing enclaves. 

37 JUSTICE LEAGUE Women face stark opposition in 
public debate. Team up with brave people who are willing to 
step up if matters escalate. Tasks can include to take turns 
to manage email and social media accounts, 'like', upvote, 

write public messages of support, prevent unwanted 
comments and thread hijacks, google each other's names, 
screenshot evidence and file threats with admins and police 
when necessary. Power in numbers. 

38 YOUR HACK HERE People enjoy doing what they 
themselves suggest. Therefore workshops where 
participants come up with their own solutions have proven a 
popular and effective way to bring about change. Do you 
know a hack that works? 

39 FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE Resources grant 
freedom. If you have independent funds and a room, nothing 
can touch you, says Virginia Wolf. Plan for independence. 
Your plan B gives you courage to speak up against unsound 
work or home situations, or leave. 

40 ADMIN AWARE Women often serve as event 
organizers, administrators, teachers and meeting 
secretaries. It does not advance your career.  Ask for 
volunteers in same-sex groups, where equal numbers of 
men and women volunteer their time. Use a points system 
to measure and compensate for extra workload. 

41 WORKPLACE UPGRADE A workplace that doesn't work 
for half the human population signals that a large part of 
humanity does not belong. You lose workforce that way. 
While men and women have much in common, there are 
physiological differences. For example, women's core body 
temperature is hot at the expense of arms and legs. 
Increase the office temperature. Have sanitary boxes in 
bathrooms, and look into lactation rooms. Beware of 
'standard' over-dimensioned power tools and uniforms, or 
work wear that doesn't fit breasts or female hips. Make 
instruction materials include female frame of reference. 

42 PRO NEGOTIATOR Sexist beliefs cause trouble in 
negotiations. Prepare for it. Cultivate your negotiation skills 
and collect legitimate reasons for your ask. As an employer, 
be transparent about compensation, and formalise 
opportunity for women to negotiate their wages. See [7], 
[11], [13], [15], [17] and [25]. 

43 EVANGELIST The evidence on successful women 
leaders is starting to come in. Spread the word. This is how 
you change norms.  

44 DECLARE COPYRIGHT Women’s ideas have a history 
of being re-assigned. Let's end that. Formalize idea 
submission. Sequentially enter, sign and date your ideas in 
a notebook or time-stamped software. Have someone 
regularly sign off as witness [13], or CC seniors in emails. In 
several countries, patents are awarded to the person who is 
first to invent, not file, so record keeping benefits both you 
and your employer. 

45 AMAZONS The only thing better than role models is a 
team of role models. While all-women teams are still rare, 
the prospects are awesome (and lucrative [46]). Use your 
sponsor list [9] to source your dream team. See [8] and [16]. 

46 INVEST IN WOMEN Data points to strong correlation 
between profitability and women leadership. A large 
investment firm just reserved $500M for female founders. 
Maybe they know something you don’t? 
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For a tremendous catalog of supporting evidence, visit  
the Harvard gender action portal: http://gap.hks.harvard.edu and 

the World Bank enGENDER IMPACT list of case study interventions. 


